Inspires creativity,
brings out your personality
The customizable face plates with their wide variety and unique styles bring out the different
Avatars of your individual style through designs, ﬁnishes and dimensions. You can achieve an
authentically individual aesthetic, lasting charm, and reliable convenience, making it the
ﬁnishing touch for all your decors.

Blend In

Stand Out

AvatarOn
Changes as You Like!
First of its kind customizable switches that take on
unlimited Avatars for the ever-changing you
Be Bold

Be Creative

Unmatched personalization
and customization
with ease of DIY
Personalization like never before
Choose from a variety of colors and ﬁnishes
to match your decor and personality

Brushed Metal

Experience convenience
and eye for detail

Designed
for perfection

More than just a switch

Grouping

Dark Wood

From appearance to function, presenting unique design concept of ‘Personal Style’ for
the one who searches far and wide for daily applied science to achieve beautiful fusion
of individualized aesthetics and ergonomics.

Say goodbye to bulky switch plates.
Whether you need 1 switch or 4 - it can easily be done in
the same 2 module sized plates, ensuring a clean look for
your walls. These 16AX switches also help you to group
multiple loads together and is capable of handling large
momentary current loads which is often the case for
multiple drop lights or chandeliers.

Patented “SS" Technology
Champagne Gold

Locate your switch in the dark
Innovative and leading-edge designer switches
with inbuilt LED locator, sends out a soft light in the
dark that quietly dims after the light is switched on.

Slim Rocker, Sure Click patented technology not
only achieves greater sleekness overall, but the
ﬁne deﬂection which is half of a conventional
switch rocker achieves a soft touch and feel,
reduces sparks and increases life of the switch.

Light Wood

Customization beyond all
possibilities

Simplify your everyday actions
Thoughtful and unique functions, gives you
convenience right down to the smallest detail be it a Key Ring Hanger or a USB Charger with
Mobile Phone Holder.

Faceplates can be created in a wealth of
different colors, styles and designs, making
it the ﬁnishing touch of your own room.
Retain your individuality and uniqueness and
take control of the design that you want your favorite family picture, celebration with
your friends, vacation with your spouse, or
even your selﬁe. Bring all of them to life.

Careful Workmanship
Finely-crafted appearance, reliable internal
performance, and elimination of all safety hazards.

Integrated Shutter
Technology
Meets RoHS environmental
protection standards

Do-It-Yourself with ease
You have never thought of changing a switch
plate, have you?
With AvatarOn switches, you can Do-It-Yourself
with ease and complete safety. A simple press
and pull action completes the cover plate
removal and you can simply clip on the new
one - no wires, no hassle.
One-handed faceplate change design and Onekey Replacement, Change the Way You Like It.

The completely sealed structure
is seamless and dust-proof, and
easy to clean
Arc-control technology is utilized
inside the switches, ensuring safety

Imported Bayer high grade PC
shell has outstanding corrosion
resistance, heat resistance and
shock resistance

Mechanical life of
over 10+ years

Faceplate creation materials
are UV-resistant, anti-static,
surge protected, ﬂame retardant,
dust-proof, scrubbing-resistant

Know the quality of the air
you breathe
An intelligent device with a PM 2.5
detector that measures and displays
accurate information about the
quality of air in your home - your call
to action!

